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Subject: What is the post about?  The topic.  EG: Bacon

Theme: What is the focus of the point you’re trying to make?  (Abstract 
idea, universal truth, relatable situation/overarching question)  Theme:  
Acting against our own best interests.  EG: Question(s): If bacon is evil/bad 
for us, why do we love it so much/keep eating it?

Objective: What do I want the reader to do?  How do I want them to feel?  
EG: I want them to feel the need to make a bacon sandwich so badly that 
they’ll download the free coupon I provide and run out and buy a package 
of bacon from my bacon company.

Bonus: Is there a download or freebie? EG: Coupon for a free package of 
bacon.

How to Build the Post

Process:
◆ First Draft: Rough out article using bullet points

• Short paragraphs, short sentences, even broken sentences 

◆ Second Draft:
• Expand to prose in second draft (not formal - should sound like 

conversation).
• For blog posts: use formatting (bold, italic, #’s or • lists, visual 

text)  Use visual aids and images to break up large passages of 
text.

• For blog posts: Use subheads every 2-3 paragraphs  (helps 
break up text visually for readers who like to skim)

◆ Third and Subsequent Drafts:
• Improve transition sentences and phrases between paragraphs 

so the prose flows smoothly from one idea to the next.



• Clean up and polish prose, reword and edit for more powerful, 
dynamic reader immersion.

Create Tension:
◆ With each paragraph, raise questions and answer them. Don’t 

answer the main question until the end.

Main Question: 
◆ Raise the main theme, specify the reader

◆ Each answer raises another question. 

Secondary Question(s): 
◆ Can be debate, opposing viewpoints  EG: many people say bacon is 

bad for you, but here are two reasons why it’s good for you.

◆ Paragraph 2 - Q2 & A - Paragraph dealing with how it’s bad for pigs, 
but millions of pigs would not be alive without our desire for bacon.

◆ Paragraph 3 - Q3 & A - Paragraph dealing with how it’s bad for the 
environment, but pig manure is good fertilizer.

◆ Paragraph 4 - Q4 & A - Paragraph dealing with how we slaughter 
pigs, but it’s done humanely and we depend on pigs to get rid of food 
waste.

◆ Paragraph 5 - Q5 & A- Paragraph dealing with how it’s bad for people 
- heart disease, etc., but some fat is necessary for good health.

◆ Paragraph 6 - Answer main question. Wrap=Point (Clincher 
Statement) - EG: Bacon is here to stay.  People won’t change. Bacon 
is good and that’s why I’m a bacon addict.  (Pick one)  

Parts of the Article/Blog Post

Great Headline: 
◆ Attractive, Interesting, Descriptive, Element of Mystery 



◆ Encapsulates entire post and main question  EG:  A Short History of 
Bacon

◆ Humour is a plus  EG: (revised)  
• How To Become an Unrepentant Bacon Addict,  
• 5 Reasons Why I Became an Unrepentant Bacon Addict  
• 5 Ways to Kick the Bacon Habit

Great Lead (first paragraph): 
◆ Identifies and hooks a specific type of reader through specific 

problem, challenge, interest.  Brief, engaging overview.  Brings up the 
main point, introduces theme and proposes main question.

◆ Create mystery - Overarching question (answered at conclusion)

◆ Powerful: Must grab the reader and lead them into the article. (The 
purpose of a headline is to get the reader to read the first paragraph.  
The first paragraph is to get the reader to read the next paragraph, 
and so on.)

Body: 
◆ Variable, usually 3-5 paragraphs - 1 topic (question) per paragraph  

(Each paragraph deals with a different aspect of the theme.)

◆ Clear transition sentences and phrases between paragraphs so the 
prose flows smoothly from one idea to the next.

Close: 
◆ Wrap: Final paragraph:  Transition to a conclusion. 

◆ Clincher sentence/punchline that drives the point home.  Should be 
short, memorable.  Humour is a plus.  The clincher or punchline is 
often a standalone, single-sentence paragraph. The white space 
preceding it provides additional visual impact along with the impact of 
its content.

◆ Reader Decision, Next steps: 
• Call To Action (CTA) for promotional blog posts, social media:  

Like, follow, share, subscribe, leave a comment.



• CTA for interactive articles, blog posts, courses, sales letters/
videos: Do the exercise or assignment. EG: Download this 
coupon and get your own free bacon.

• CTA for memoirs, short stories, fiction, narrative non-fiction: 
◦ Promotional: Subscribe to your newsletter or blog
◦ But usually the CTA for these is more subtle:
◦ Satisfaction of a good read
◦ Change reader’s mind about a topic
◦ Educational — open new areas of thought
◦ Desire to read more from you

◆ Objective: Transformation/New skill/Insight for reader:   
• What do you want the reader to think, feel, understand
• What new insight or viewpoint do you want them to have
• How do you want them to be changed as a result of the article/

blog post? 

Notes and Bonuses: 
◆ Freebie or takeaway, downloads, extra information or training, video, 

audio, cheat-sheets, workbooks, etc.

(No bacon was harmed in the writing of this guide)
(And no, there isn’t really a free coupon for a package of bacon.  Both the 

bacon and the coupon are purely hypothetical.)


